
HOW TO WRITE AN OUTLINE FOR KIDS

Kids need to be able to outline to study and to write. It's a necessary skill. So just how do we to teach our children how
to outline?.

Here's an example: I. Have students complete their outlines in preparation for writing an essay in Lesson 2.
For a short paper, of a couple of thousand words or less, an outline might not be necessary. I was taught to
never write a complete sentence, but any number of words was acceptable. They're very useful when you're
planning a paper or research project. You need to find a simple passage. Now have your child look for the
topic sentence. Others, whilst not requiring an outline, do ask for a table of contents for longer papers, and an
outline makes this process much easier. Use Roman numerals to list each main idea. A passage where each
paragraph has a clear topic sentence. Be sure to describe your examples clearly so that your reader will
understand your position, or point of view. One day I want a dog for a pet. After you write a complete outline,
you can transfer many of your sentences into your paper. Here's an example of the main ideas for a report
about mammals: I. Find the Subtopics Now go back through the paragraphs looking for the subtopics. Lions
cool 3. They may begin by writing their main idea in a circle. Outlining is an awesome method of teaching
kids to take notes. Use a capital letter for each detail and make sure you have at least two for each main idea.
For long papers, there is no harm in showing your outline to your supervisor early on in the process, because
they will be able to tell you whether you are going in the right direction. For example in the preceding very
simple paragraph, the topic sentence is My favorite animal is the dog. Whichever layout you use, it will help
you to integrate the previous research and provide a more detailed analysis. Trying to write a 10 word
dissertation, without an outline, is an exercise in futility. Teach Your Kids to Outline 1. Your main ideas may
be your topic sentences or your main facts. Other options, such as The Story of the World series, work very
well as well. They may add additional circles or "webs" to describe their supporting details and conclusion.
Whilst MLA format is regarded as the best guide to how to write an outline, check things over with your
supervisor as they may have their own preferred ideas about how to write an outline, and it is much easier to
get it right from the start rather than have to change everything retrospectively. Outlining is a needed skill in
our society.


